A capital city between mountains, framed by the majestic
Sumidero Canyon, the flowering of its trees, the festivities
of its neighborhoods, its zoque food and family restaurants
called “botaneros”, its legends, the riches and varied jungle
vegetation, as well as its proximity to important nature
reserves, its museums, the marimba and its public art, for

all that Tuxtla Gutierrez is the Capital of Adventure.
In Tuxtla you can find shopping malls, excellent restaurants,
hotels and jungle natural reserves as the Miguel Álvarez
del Toro Zoo and the Botanical Garden, we can easily see a
flock of parrots flying over the urban area; and we can be
part of ancient zoques rituals as “the descent of the Copoya
virgins”.
It has the biggest tourist infrastructure in Chiapas, with the
best services needed, so your trip can be an extraordinary
adventure.

Support organizations

Asociación de
Hoteles y Moteles
del Centro de
Chiapas, A.C.
1a Sur Oriente No. 1248-A
entre 11 y 12 Oriente, Col.
Centro Tuxtla Gutiérrez,
Chiapas
v 01 (961) 618 13 81,
f Hospedateenchiapas
m amhmtuxtla@gmail.com
www.hospedateenchiapas.com

BurÓ Municipal
de Turismo
H. Ayuntamiento de Tuxtla
Gutiérrez, Blvd. Belisario
Domínguez No. 671 Col.
Penipak Tuxtla Gutiérrez,
Chiapas C.P. 29060
v 01 (961) 212 07 51
f Turismo Tuxtla Gutiérrez
Chiapas
t @tuxtlaturismo
www.turismo.tuxtla.gob.mx

SecretarÍa de Turismo
Gobierno del Estado
de Chiapas
Blvd. Andrés Serra Rojas
No. 1090 Edif. Torre
Chiapas, Nivel 05 Paso
Limón C.P. 29045 Tuxtla
Gutiérrez, Chiapas
v 01 (961) 617 05 50
f Secretaría de Turismo
Chiapas
t @Sectur_Chiapas
www.turismochiapas.
gob.mx

Oficina de
Convenciones
y Visitantes
Calzada Andrés Sierra
Rojas y Libr. Norte s/n
Col. El Retiro C.P. 29040
Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Chiapas
v01 (961) 614 09 75 /
01 (961) 121 34 15
f Ocv Chiapas
t@ocv_chiapas
www.ocvchiapas.com

Asociación Mexicana
de Agencias de Viajes
Tuxtla Gutiérrez
Calle 7a Poniente Norte
No. 124-A Col. Centro
v01 (961) 612 05 51
f Asociación Mexicana
de Agencias de Viajes
Filial Chiapas AC.
m amavchiapas@msn.
com
www.amavchiapas.
com.mx

CÁmara Nacional
de la Industria
de Restaurantes
y Alimentos
Condimentados
1a Calle Sur esq. 14
poniente s/n Altos,
Parque Bicentenario
Col. Centro C.P. 29000
Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Chiapas
www.canirac-chiapas.
chis.mx

CÁmara Nacional
de Comercio Tuxtla
Gutiérrez
Calle Central Norte No.
225 Col. Centro Tuxtla
Gutiérrez, Chiapas
v 01 (961) 611 25 00
m comunicacion@
canacotuxtla.org.mx

ASOCIACIÓN
MEXICANA DE TURISMO
DE AVENTURA Y
ECOTURISMO A.C.
Isabel la Católica 9b,
Barrio Guadalupe
San Cristobal, Chiapas
v 01 (962) 696 5633
f Amtave Chiapas
m pachacos@
petravertical.com
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Tuxtla Gutierrez
General Information

Chiapas
in Mexico
In order to make the visitor’s stay more pleasant, this Travel
Planner offers a brief overview of the attractions, sites and tourist
services of the capital city and its surroundings.
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land area:
412,4 km²

Population:
567,787 habitants
aprox. (INEGI)

height:
550 msnm.

Boundaries:
ethnic
North: Usumacinta y Chiapa de Corzo
composition:
South: Suchiapa y Ocozocoautla
Mestizos, tzotziles,
West: Berriozábal y Ocozocoautla de Espinosa
tzentales, zoques
East: Chiapa de Corzo

CHIAPAS

AEROPUERTO INTERNACIONAL
“ÁNGEL ALBINO CORZO”

OCÉANO
PACÍFICO

Tapachula

Tiempo aproximado
DESTINATION
DESTINO

• MEDICAL SERVICES
The city has a wide range of private clinics and hospitals as
well as public services.
• WHAT TO WEAR
The dominant climate is humid and subhumid, warm most
of the year, it’s recommended to wear light and comfortable
clothes, and to wear mosquito repellent.
• COMUNICATIONS
Cellphones has wide coverage with various companies of
telecommunications as: Telcel, AT&amp;T, Movistar, Nextel.
• LANGUAJE
Official language in Mexico is spanish. Big hotels, travel agencies and some restaurants have staff who speak english.
• WEATER
It has a tropical warm weather all year, the warmer season is
from April to May where temperatures reach around 40°C.
Raining season is from July to October. The lowest temperature is around 8°C in the months of December and January.
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• ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
- Commerce.
- Farming (corn, beans, fruits).
- Livestock and poultry production.
• CURRENCY AND CURRENCY EXCHANGE
The Mexican currency is the peso and consists of 100 cents.
There are bills of 1,000, 500, 200, 100, 50, and 20 pesos; the
coins are 20, 10, 5, 2 and one peso, and 50, 20 and 10 cents.
The change to national currency can be done in various exchange houses located at the airport, hotels, banks, and in
some stores. It is recommended to bring US dollars, because
the change of other currencies is difficult.
Most banks open at 9:00 hrs. and they close between 16:00
and 19:00 hrs. Only some banks opens on Saturday mornings.
La certificación de Tuxtla Gutiérrez capital del Estado como

GUATEMALA

GUATEMALA

OAXACA

ATTRACTIONS AND
DESTINATIONS
Distance table from Tuxtla
to our tourist attractions,
places of interest and
nearby destinations

Parque Nacional
Cañón del Sumidero
(Miradores)
Cristo Chiapas
Chiapa de Corzo
Cascada El Chorreadero
Ocozocoautla de Espinoza
Cascada El Aguacero
/ Cañón Río La Venta
Sima de las Cotorras

MILEAGE
KILOMETRAJE

TIME
TIEMPO

del from
centrodowtown
de la ciudad

by car
en automóvil

A 6,7 km
A 7,5 km
A 15 km
A 24.6 km
A 33,2 km

18 minutos
23 minutos
33 minutos
43 minutos
33,2 minutos

A 52,3 km
A 55 km

57 minutos
1 hora, 20 min.

Tiempo aproximado
DESTINATION
DESTINO

San Cristóbal de Las Casas
Comitán de Domínguez
Palenque
Tonalá
Tapachula

MILEAGE
KILOMETRAJE

TIME

from dowtown
del centro
de la ciudad

free
por
laroad
libre

61,5 km
147,5 km
270,3 km
145,5 km
370 Km

87.2 km por la libre
174 km por la libre
300 km por la libre
230 km por la libre
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AIRLINES

AIR
CONNECTIVITY

TOURISTIC
ATTRACTIONS
JOYYO MAYU PARK
Located on the west side of the city, near the main hotels, it is located the Joyyo Mayu
Recreational Park, in Zoque it means “Flower of may” Ideal for family life, it has a lagoon
and is surrounded by vegetation of the area such as Zapote trees, Matilisguates and
Mango, among others. From this park you can see different species of fauna, such as
parrots and herons. It is connected to the Caña Hueca Sports Park through bridges that
cross the Sabinal River, among millenary trees of Sabinos.
Services: Cafeteria, Bathrooms, Playground for children, Urban Gardens, a bicycle track
of 850 meters, a tartan track of 1100mts, 2 forums for activities, a pool for children
from 6 to 12 years and Parking.

*Note: To check schedules and frequencies
check the airline web pages.

TERRESTRIAL
CONNECTIVITY

• Parque Aéreo Joyyo Mayu
Challenge yourself and have fun with
these 16 dares between the treetops,
in an approximate 1.5km route from 7
to 8 meters high, ending with a zip line.
Equipment of Maximum safety, ropes with
continuous harness system.
-Opening Hours: Thursday to Friday from
14:00 to 19:00 hrs. Saturdays and Sundays 11:00 to 19:00 hrs.
-Age: From 1.40 of height
-Duration: Approximately 1 hour
f Parque Aéreo Joyyo Mayu

Distance table from Tuxtla to our tourist
destinations and nearby attractions.

• Climbing Wall
Wall of 10mts high, 100% safe, fun for
children and adults.
From Friday to Sunday from 12:00 to
19:30 hrs.
f Inercia Sala de Escalada
• urban bikes
Urban Bicycles for rent
Saturdays and Sundays from 10:00 to
19:00 hrs.
f Tuxtla en Bici

Tiempo aproximado
city
CIUDAD

mileage
KILOMETRAJE

by car
AUTOMÓVIL

by bus
AUTOBÚS

Campeche
Cancún
Chetumal
Mérida
México CDMX
Oaxaca
Villahermosa
Veracruz
Acapulco
Monterrey
Guadalajara
Puebla

635 km
1,120 km
825 km
811 km
847 km
546 km
249 km
549 km
963 km
1,530 km
1,373 km
719 km

8 hrs.
12 hrs. 40 min.
9 hrs. 30 min.
10 hrs.
10 hrs.
6 hrs. 35 min.
3 hrs.
6 hrs.
11 hrs. 40 min.
18 hrs.
14 hrs.
8 hrs.

11 hrs. 25 min.
19 hrs.
13 hrs. 20 min.
14 hrs.
13 hrs.
10 hrs. 20 min.
4 hrs.
7 hrs. 30 min.
17 hrs.
25 hrs.
20 hrs. 20 min.
10 hrs. 30 min

Polyforum Chiapas

BICENTENARIO park
A space for the family and cultural encounter. Its
treasure, the Monument to the Flag, was built in
1942 with a cover of flat reliefs of pre-Hispanic
inspiration that serve as background to two female
figures shaking hands, which represents the
Federation of Chiapas to the Republic of Mexico
in 1824. The heads of this two women collapsed
during the September 7th 2017 earthquake. It has
attractions for kids, and a public area events and
food sales.

AUTO transport
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-Address: Av. Primera Sur Pte., La Lomita, Tuxtla
Gutiérrez, Chis.
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coffee museum
MARIMBA’S PARK

Through guided tours you will learn about the origin of coffee, its
dispersion around the world, as well as its spread to Mexico and
Chiapas. You will identify the fundamental characteristics of a
coffee tree and its cultivation in the region, as well as the different
transformation processes, distribution chains, commercialization
and the necessary steps to enjoy a rich cup of coffee.
Events: Friday: cultural activities 19:00 hrs. Thursday: Cinema Café
18:00 hrs
Coffee workshops: $ 60.00 MXN. 10:00 to 12:00 hrs. and from
12:00 to 14:00 hrs. according to program. Contact the Museum
Reservations:museocafe@conecultachiapas.gob.mx
Facebook: Coffee Museum of Chiapas
Phone: (961) 611 14 78
Address: 2da oriente norte No. 236 Col. Centro
Opening Times Hours: Monday to Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 17:00 hrs
Price: $ 25.00 MXN per person

Daily live marimba music from 18:00 to 21:00 hrs.
Every night it presents marimba groups that play melodies in a
kiosk in the traditional way, being accompanied by the assiduous
public that show they best dance steps.
Adorned with beautiful gardens, it is undoubtedly one of the most
beautiful folkloric and cultural site of the city. Meeting point and
family entertainment in which visitors can enjoy a delicious coffee
from Chiapas and regional food in its surroundings.
-Address: Av. Central Poniente entre 9na y 9va poniente.

MARIMBA’s MUSEUM
Cultural space that fosters, stimulates, preserves and
disseminates the marimba culture of Chiapas. It has pieces
that shows the history and evolution of the marimba; It
has 20 marimbas, and photographs of the most important
marimba groups in the region, composers and builders of
marimbas.
-Address: 9na. Poniente Norte #123 entre Av. Central y 1a
Norte.
-Opening Times: Tuesday to Sunday from 10:00 to 21:00
hrs.

ST. PASCUALITO CHURCH
Orthodox Catholic Church, it mixes the Catholic religion with rites
of indigenous Zoque origins. Inside for a tip, you will be offered a
“rameadas”, which is a rite that purge the soul of any bad vibes or
scares. At the door they sell basil bunches for the clean of the spirit.
Two saints are venerated, Saint Pascualito from Tuxtla, whose
skeletons are on the main altar in a wooden coffin, in a dress with
Franciscan habit, and Saint Pascual Bailon, a catholic image that can
be venerated permanently at a distance on the main altar, and who
performs miracles.
-Address: The temple is located on the 4th avenue south corner of
the 6th. West Street of the City of Tuxtla Gutiérrez,
-Opening Times: Every day from 6:00 to 19:00 hrs.

city museum
Casa Chiapas
institute

It is a cultural space that seeks to spread customs,
traditions, way of life and history of the people of
Tuxtla Gutiérrez.
It has a beautiful souvenir shop with author crafts,
and cafeteria.
-Address: Av. Central Poniente No. 288 Col. Centro
-Phone: (961) 600 01 16
-Opening Times: Monday to Friday from 9:30 a.m. to
21:00 hrs.
Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. to 13:00 hrs.

Here you will find a wonderful mosaic of handcrafted
products from all over Chiapas, handmade, such as textiles,
basketry, pottery, leather, wood, lacquered articles, filigree
and amber jewelry.
-Address: Boulevard Dr. Belisario Domínguez No. 2035,
Colonia Xamaipak C.P. 29067 Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Chiapas.
-Opening Times: Monday to Saturday from 9:00 a.m. to
21:00 hrs. Sundays from 10:00 a.m. to 14:00 hrs.

St. MARKS CATHEDRAL
It dates from 1560, dedicated to Saint Mark the evangelist,
who is represented with a lion. The cathedral tower has a
beautiful carillon with 48 bells and music system, made in
Germany. The figures of the 12 apostles parade on a pedestal every hour.
The building was previously the temple of a Dominican convent, it has been remodeled several times.
-Address: Central Av. And Central Street. On one side of
Central Park.
-Opening Times: Monday to Sunday from 7:00 a.m. to 20:00
hrs
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“JAIME SABINES GUTIÉRREZ” PLANETARIUM
Space that promotes the learning of the universe that surrounds
us, from the microcosm to the macrocosm. It has a projection room
for films and documentaries with full dome in Full Dome 4k and 3D
format, interactive equipment and informative screens about the
universe and two telescopes, solar and lunar.
-Address: 5th North East S / N. By Causeway of Illustrious Men and
Children’s Coexistence
-Opening Times: Tuesday to Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
-Phone: (961) 611 06 62
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illustrious people roadway

CHIAPAS MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY (MUCH)

A promenade full of museums, in the middle of a thick jungle!
It consist on a walking road, car –free, of approximately 320
meters, you will find there some of the best museums of the city.
It has reading modules, a light game, picnic modules, bathrooms,
and a sunken forum.
Check the cultural agenda to find activities, exhibitions, concerts
and others activities that are presented in this pathway.
The museums are open from Tuesday to Sunday from 10:00 am
to 5:00 pm
Address: 5ta. Norte Oriente

The Chiapas Museum of Science and Technology offers
to children and adults the technological performance of
the most modern scientific advances through interactive,
didactic and playful spaces.
-Address: Calzada Cerro Hueco No. 3000, Col. Cerro Hueco
C.P. 29094 Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Chiapas.
-Phone: (961) 639 27 31
-Opening Times: Tuesday to Sunday from 8:00 to 17:00 hrs.

Miguel Álvarez del Toro zoo (ZOOMAT)

ANTROPOLOGY AND HISTORY
REGIONAL MUSEUM OF CHIAPAS

One of the best zoos in Latin America.
It’s recognized in all the world for its original design, for
exhibiting only fauna from Chiapas in a natural habitat in
a nature reserve called “Zapotal” and for all the research
in favor of conservation. The visit to the ZOOMAT is one
of the greatest experiences of any trip through Chiapas.
International Certification Advisor.
Address: Calzada al Zapotal S/N
Telephone: (961) 614 47 00/01/65 ext. 51044
Opening Times: Tuesday to Sunday from 8:30 to 16:30 hrs.
Prices: Adults $ 25.00 MXN /Tuesday free admission.

It has one of the main archaeological collections of the
country integrated with pieces of the cultures: Olmeca,
Maya, Zoque and Chiapaneca. Its exhibition rooms has a
complete vision of the history of the Chiapas. Some pieces
are more than 2000 years old, and others are from the
Spanish Colonial Period.
Address: 5a Av Norte Oriente S/n Centro, 29000 Tuxtla
Gutiérrez, Chis.
Opening Times: Tuesday to Sunday from 9:00 to 6:00 hrs.

BOTANICAL GARDEN AND MUSEUM
“DR. FAUSTINO MIRANDA “
CHIAPASIONATE
RECREATIONAL PARK

The Jungle in the heart of the city. Walk on jungle trails
where 98% of the flora species are from Chiapas from
different areas of warm climate. The visit to the garden
concludes with a stop at the Botanical Museum, which has
an exhibition of woods from Chiapas, including fossil woods.
-Address: 5a. Av. Nte. Ote. S/n Calzada de los Homres
Ilustres Col. Francisco
-Opening Times: Tuesday to Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Saturday and Sunday from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Family entertainment space, it has a monumental vertical
marimba inside of a lagoon.
Address: Libramiento Norte Ote. s/n, Patria Nueva, Tuxtla
Gutiérrez, Chis.

MUSEUM OF PALEONTOLOGÍA
ELISEO PALACIOS AGUILERA

viewpoint
los Amorosos

Unique in its kind in the southeast of Mexico. It exhibits
valuable collections on fossils of plants and animals found in
Chiapas, whose age ranges between 300 million years and
10 thousand years.
Address: 11ª. Calle oriente Norte. Col. Francisco I. Madero,
Calzada de los Hombres Ilustres
Phone: (961)6000254 Fax.6000254
Opening Times: Tuesday to Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Saturdays and Sundays from 11:00 5:00 p.m.
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Place where you can get a privileged panoramic view of the city,
admire it beside statue of the city poet Jaime Sabines and taje a
souvenir photo.
-Address: Libramiento Norte Poniente
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SURROUNDINGS

COPOYA
Enjoy this small Zoque town, walk through its picturesque
landscapes, visit the highest sculpture Christ in the world,
and the most revered virgins of Mexico, affectionately called
“Las Copoyitas” inside of the local Church, and do not forget
to take drink pozol, a traditional drink from the Gods.

Virgin of the Rosary, the Virgin of Candelaria and the Virgin
Mary Olachea or Teresa de Jesus. In the gazer of Copoya, a
branch of the restaurant “Las Pichanchas” is located, with
typical food of Chiapas. There is traditional Zoque food on
weekends at the Zoque Museum.

The virgings “Las Copoyitas”: It is tradition that goes back
to the XVIII century, they remain throughout the year in the
common land of Copoya, and they go down twice a year in
procession to Tuxtla Gutiérrez. There are three images that
are traditionally venerated in the Church of Copoya: the

Address: 5 km south of the city of Tuxtla Gutiérrez, in the
plain of the slopes of the Mactumactzá hill, on the south
east highway, take the detour towards the Tuxtla - Villaflores
highway, approximately 3 kilometers away there is a detour
towards the common land of Copoya.

GLORIOUS CRISTO DE CHIAPAS
The highest Christ in the world! With 62 meters high,
surpassing other works such as the “Cristo Redentor” of
Brazil, which measures 38 meters.
Location: Within the Copoya common land.
Opening Times: Tuesday to Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to
7:00 p.m. Masses: Sundays 11:00 and 17:00 hrs.

photo: sumidero canyon national park

MURAL CITY OF COPOYA
It is a series of murals painted on the houses of the
people of Copoya, that tells us stories about ther
customs, traditions and their daily life. The murals
were made with the participation of 21 urban, local,
national and international artists.
Discover these Zoques and Chiapanecas stores as well
as the ever present nature as you walk through the
streets of Copoya until you reach the glorios Christ of
Chiapas

Miradores (Vía Terrestre)

Embarcaderos (Vía Fluvial)

A place you cannot miss. This is one of the most impressive
landscapes in Mexico, A very important conservation area
for the birds in Mexico and great biodiversity.

Tuesday is closed
8:00 to 17:00 hrs
Services: Restroom,
Cafeteria

Monday to Sunday
from 8:00 to 16:00 hrs.

It is a geological fault of more than 30 million years old
formed of limestone walls which reach altitudes of up to
1,200 meters, between its walls the Grijalva River, one of
the mightiest rivers, runs through it.
The vegetation which predominates is the medium semideciduous jungle, habitat and refuge of different wildlife
like the spider monkey and the river crocodile, 6 different
endangered species and 34 endemic.
Access is available through its 5 different viewpoints, or
through the river from the different docks.

ZOQUE CULTURE GASTRONOMY
In Copoya there are several traditional restaurants, with hand
made “tortillas”, among the typical food are: cochito horneado
(pork), puxacxé (like a soup of beef), Sispolá (soup), Ninguijutí
(pork with non-spicy souce), Sihuamonte (rabbit soup). The
most traditional beverages are: Pozol (cacoa and corn), tequila,
mistela (grape licor). Regional candies are: puxinú (corn with
honey), Sweet pumpkin, cupape (a fruit), among others.
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SUMIDERO CANYON
NATIONAL PARK

ContacTs AND SCHEDULE

Entrance booth to the
viewpoints is in Tuxtla
Gutierrez.
How to get there: from
the northern highway
Salomon Gonzalez Blanco,
turn towards the Sumidero
Road (Calzada al Sumidero),
continue until you get to the
entrance booth.

• Osumacinta’s pier (45 mins
from Tuxtla Gutierrez) next
to the Chicoasen’s dam. You
can enjoy the restaurants with
beautiful panoramic views and
visit the crocodile site.
• Chiapa de Corzo’s Pier (20
mins from Tuxtla Gutierrez)
east exit of the city, towards
Chiapa de Corzo.
• Cahuare’s Pier (15 mins far
from Tuxtla Gutierrez) east exit
of the city, 5 minutes before
you get to Chiapa de Corzo.

Sing up for the bike tour**

Armband fee (payment rights) Conanp:
$31.00 MXN per person
Facebook: @sumideroconanp
Phone: 01 (961) 604 86 50
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TRADITIONS SCHOOL HOUSE
Learn to do traditional crafts and do your own souvenir.
Among the workshops that are being taught here are:
marimba playing, laca painting, parachico’s mask making,
wood carving and pottery among others.
Prices: $50.00 pesos per person masks and embroidery
workshops, $100.00 pesos laca painting workshop.
Opening Times: from Monday to Sunday from 10:00 am to
18:00 pm
Contact or reservation: 01 (961) 61 600 55, exconvento@
conecultachiapas.gob.mx
facebook @centroculturalexconvento

MUNICIPAL MARKET

photo: Pila de Chiapa de Corzo

CHIAPA DE CORZO
Magical town of great historical relevance in Chiapas. It is located at the right of the Grijalva River. Home of the Parachicos’
Dance, Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity by the UNESCO. Only 15 minutes from Tuxtla Gutierrez.

In the center of the city you can find the
municipal market, whose primary appeal lies in
the traditional culinary richness that provides
visitors a variety of dishes, such as tamales,
candies and pozol. You can find and buy
different kind of amazing handicrafts.

From here we can find two piers, from where your can take de river tour through the Sumidero’s canyon; Cahuare Pier, 3
km before arriving Chiapa de Corzo, and in Chiapa de Corzo itself.

EL CHORREADERO
WATERFALL
PLAZA LAS ARMAS
ÁNGEL ALBINO CORZO
This square is surrounded by colonial
portals, the city hall building, and the
museum and house of Angel Albino Corzo,
a representative character of the history
of the city. Inside this plaza, there’s a
millenary Ceiba tree which is a symbol of
respect traditions, and legends, there is
also a clock tower and a fountain called
“La Pila”, which was constructed in 1500

MUSEO ÁNGEL ALBINO CORZO
Located in the Chiapa de Corzo main
square, it was the house Angel Albino Corzo
Castillejos, a famous character born in
this city, he promoted the liberals reforms
headed by Benito Juarez. He defended
Chiapas against invaders. The building
dates from 1750, and we can contemplate
several furniture and belongings of this
character.
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Within 35 mins from Tuxtla Gutierrez and 15 mins from Chiapa
de Corzo, we can discover this amazing waterfall with 25
meters height, and its amazing cave system, it is formed by the
Escopetazo river, after emerging from the
Services: restaurant, parking lot and restroom.
Opening Times: every day from 8:00 am to 18:00 pm
Price: $25.00 pesos per person.
It’s possible to hire a tour inside the system cave where the
waterfall is formed, or outside rappelling in different occasions.
Check out the TOUR section***

PLAZA LAS ARMAS ÁNGEL ALBINO CORZO
CHIAPA DE CORZO’S ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE
This prehispanic archeological site was from the Zoque
culture, but then it was conquer by the Chiapaneca culture.
It started as a small farming community around 1400 B.C.
but then it became into a large ceremonial center between
850- 450 B.C.
The zoques is an ancient culture which stills survives in
Tuxtla Gutierrez and its surroundings. Its records are more
ancients than the Mayas, approximately from 2500 B.C.
On this archeological site, a stele was found in 1961, it has
registered on it, the earliest date known in Mesoamerica
(36 B. C.) and its exhibit on the regional museum in Tuxtla
Gutierrez.
How to get there: located 17 km from Tuxtla Gutierrez,
taking the international high way 190 in the east exit of the
city.
Opening Times: Tuesday to Sunday from 9:00 am to
17:00pm. Free access.
Tip: if you want to discover more about the zoque culture,
you can visit Copoya, a town where a lot of its traditions
stills survives, there you will also find the heights Christ
sculpture in the world.
Contact: Phone: (961) 612 83 06/ 61 3 45 54.
E-mail: direccioninahchiapas@hotmail.com /
direccion.chis@inah.gob.mx

How to get there: take the international high way no. 190, at
the east exit, 14km from Chiapa de Corzo, until you get to a
detour of 2 km which takes you to the entrance of the Eco
touristic center.
http://www.cascadaelchorreadero.com.mx

chiapa de corzo route
San Cristóbal de las Casas ..... 59 km.....1 hour
El Chorreadero Waterfall...... 23.3km... 33 min.
Archeological Site
Chiapa de Corzo....................15.1km..... 24min.
Chiapa de Corzo....................11.7 km.....17 min.
Cahuare Pier ..........................8.5 km......15min.
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PHOTO: Cascada el Aguacero

OCOZOCOAUTLA DE ESPINOSA
EL AGUACERO WATERFALL
(1 hour from Tuxtla Gutierrez)
Situated in one of the most impressive nature reserves in
Mexico and Chiapas “Reserva de la Biosfera Selva el Ocote”
with vegetation that stays green all year. In order to enjoy
the “Aguacero” waterfall of 74 meters height, it is necessary
to descend approximately 900 steps towards the entrance
of the “La Venta” Canyon River.

A few meters near the entrance you can find the “El Encanto”
cave, the water of this cave forms the waterfall. You can do
speleism by boat or by doing underground swimming with
an additional fee that includes a local guide and equipment.
Access Fee: $30.00 MXN per person.
How to get there: departing from Tuxtla Gutierrez on the
federal highway no. 190, to Mexico City, you will go 48 km in
the direction of Ocozocuautla de Espinosa’s highway, a few
kilometers from the junction, there’s a detour, you have to
go through it for 3kms in a dirt-road in order to get to the
parking lot.
www.cascadaelaguacero.com

SIMA DE LAS COTORRAS
(1 hour from Tuxtla Gutierrez)
It’s a huge pit of approximately 525 feet in
diameter and 460 feet deep abyss, its walls have
cave paintings.
At the bottom inside the pit, there is a small tropical
jungle with big trees that are different than the
ones outside, it habitants are thousands of noisy
parrots.
Prices: Access $30.00 pesos per person.
Rappel $750 pesos per person
Perimeter trail $200 pesos per person
Services: restaurant, parking lot, restroom and
cabins.
How to get there: departing from Tuxtla Gutierrez,
taking the federal highway 190 to Mexico City,
take the Ocozocuautla highway until you get to
an junction, follow the signs to the “Sima de las
Cotorras”, take the dirt road of about 18 km.

AIRFIELD “VALLE BONITO”
45 mins far from Tuxtla Gutierrez, and a few kilometers
before arriving to “Sima de las Cotorras”
Fly with a safety, modern and lightweight aircraft
which will take you 500 meters above the “Sima de las
Cotorras”, “La Venta” River Canyon, the “El Aguacero”
waterfall and “La Conchuda” waterfall.
You can feel the excitement of flying with an open cabin
and enjoy the view as you have never seen it before.
Chief Pilot trained with 28 years of experience (100%
English and 50% French)
Services: the airfield is adequately authorized, the
facilities are suitable for tourists, parking lot, cafeteria,
restroom, security, signage, lightweight aircraft, certified
and trained staff to keep the maintenance and service of
the aircrafts in a good state.
@vallebonitovuelo
Phone: 01(961) 111 80 86
Email: rigoferpaa@hotmail.com
How to get there: Piedra Parada road km 3, Ocozocuautla
de Espinosa, Chiapas.

RIO LA VENTA CANYON AND “ARCO DE TIEMPO”
Impressive canyon of 80 km long with walls of up to 400
meter altitude and in some parts it stetch to even about
ten meters. The geological composition of the place is
mainly limestone and its flora and fauna is composed of a
medium-sized jungle of mosses, ferns, ocelots, puma and
jaguar.
This geological fracture with vertical walls, waterfalls and
cave, goes from the “El Aguacero” waterfall up to the
“Malpaso” dam in a place called “Puente Chiapas.
Its uniqueness is only accessible by making a 3 to 5
days expedition. In its walls we can find paintings of the
prehispanic Zoque culture, with and age of approximately
5,000 to 10,000 years.
There is a place called “Arco del Tiempo”, which is the
highest natural arch is the planet with about 158 meters
height, 255 m. long and 35 meters width, it’s about 87
thousand years old. This geomorphological formation is
part of other amazing views inside this Cnyon, like the “La
conchuda” waterfall and “El aguacero” waterfall
In order to reach “El arco del tiempo” it’s necessary make
an expedition.
Check out the tours!

jungle route
Aguacero Waterfall and Río
la Venta Canyon.........................56km....1hour
Sima Cotorras..............56.4km... 1 hora 15 min.
Ocuilapa (Alfarería).................43.6km.....1 hour
Ocozocoautla de Espinosa....34.8 km.....40min.

photo: Sima de las Cotorras
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Berriozabal (Vivarium and
Restaurants)..........................23.8km.......35min.
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TZIMBAC adventure park
It’s situated in the first protected natural area in Chiapas,
Villa Allende’s national reserve. It has medium jungle flora
and fauna of the region, after a small walk you can get to a
beautiful waterfall.
It’s an ideal place to enjoy the nature with your family, for
birds watching and if you are into big emotions it’s possible
for you to hire hiking tours and rappel.
Distance from Tuxtla Gutiérrez: 40 mins, around 27 km.
Opening Times: from Tuesday to Sunday from 9:00 to 18:00
Entrance fee: $60.00 pesos per person.
Services: grills, bathrooms, showers, zip line, paintball and
camping area.
How to get there: departing from Tuxtla Gutierrez, going
through the highway to San Fernando and Chicoasen, before
San Fernando’s main entrance turn left and follow the signs.

Services: beverages and restrooms.
•The river tour through all the Sumidero canyon in a motor
boat: $1,800.00 MXN in a boat for 10 people
•The river tour visiting the Chicoasen dam from outside, the
Crocodile Environmental Conservation unit: $30.00 MXN
per person.
•The river tour visiting the Chicoasen dam from outside, the
Crocodile Environmental Conservation Unit, the underwater
town of Osumacinta, and the bird small islands. $70.00 MXN
per person.
How to get there: take the high way to San Fernando and
then after 41 km from Tuxtla Gutierrez next to the Chicoasen
Dam.

BIRDS WATCHING
In Tuxtla Gutiérrez and its surroundings, we can find great nature
reserves and several Important Bird Areas (IBA). Even in some parts
of the urban area such as parks and hotels, we are able to hear and
watch parrots and other kind of bird species.

“MANOS QUE IMPLORAN” VIEWPOINT AND
RESTAURANT

Mexico is considered worldwide as the fourth country with the
greatest diversity of flora and fauna, and Chiapas together with
Oaxaca are the states with the greatest biological richness in the
country. 69% of the bird species of Mexico are found in Chiapas
(Gonzalez y Dominguez, 1985 quoted Vazquez S., 1988).

This viewpoint has one of the best panoramic views of the
Sumidero’s Canyon and the Grijalva river, it has a palapa
which offers food and beverages and also a parking lot.
You can observe different kinds of animals around it.
Entrance fee: $25 pesos per person
Info: 01 (961) 129 11 85
Email: turisticomanosqueimploran@yahoo.com
Facebook: manos que imploran
How to get there: going through the high way that goes
to San Fernando, 2 km after the Muñiz tunnel you will
find a detour, then you go 2 km in a dirt road.

In the Zoque cultural region (Tuxtla Gutierrez, its metropolitan
area, as well as the central region of Chiapas) diverse ecosystems
converge, some of them are considered undoubtedly, as important
sites to the biological Mesoamerican runway.

“LINDA VISTA” RESTAURANT AND VIEWPOINT
A comfy and nice restaurant which has an incredible view of
the Grijalva River and part of the Sumidero Canyon, it offers
a variety of fish and seafood, also handmade tortillas among
other things in the menu. It has nice and clean restrooms, a
parking lot and a pool.
Reservations: 01 (961) 114 6479 / (961) 119 5431
Facebook: @restaurantlindavista
How to get there: Take the highway to San Fernando, 2.7 km
from the Muñiz tunnel to the right.

ZOQUE ROUTE
Tapalapa.....................................109.6km.......2 hours 30min.
Tecpatán.....................................90.6 km........2 hours 10 min.
Coapilla.......................................92.2km........ 2 hours 8 min.
Copainalá....................................70.5km.........1 hour 30min.
Presa Chicoasén.........................41.9km.........50 min.
Usumacinta Pier and Crocodile Environmental
Conservation Unit.......................41.6km.........50min.
Restaurant and
Viewpoint Linda Vista.................36.7km.........40min.
Viewpoint Manos que Imploran.....37.6km.........50min.

USUMACINTA PIER AND CROCODILE
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION UNIT
You can take the motor boat tour through the Sumidero
Canyon, in the Grijalva River. It’s located next to the
Chicoasen Dam and has a lovely view of it. A few distance
from the pier, there are different kind of activities to do
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by motor boat, you can find small islands called “islas de
los pajaros” in which you can observe different kind of
birds and they are famous for their nesting season (MarchApril). Also it is possible to visit the crocodile environmental
conservation, and the place where the old osumacinta town
was, getting to know the story of it from local guides, about
its sinking under the Grijalva River, after the dam was made.

Tzimbac Adventure Park................27.3km.........40min.
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UMA SAN JOAQUÍN
Ranch and Management Unit for the Conservation of the
Wildlife, in a natural environment with flora and fauna
native to the region. It conserve and exhibit animals like
the Crocodile River, deer, wild pigs, iguanas, boas, different
kind of birds, and others.
It offers activities such as zipline, rappel, fishing, camping,
horseback riding, biking, among other.
Opening times: weekends from 8:00 to 17:00.
For groups, every day, with prior reservation.
Services: comfortable restaurant, restrooms, playgrounds,
mountain biking trails for children and adults, environmental
education.
Contact: (961)271 85 26 / (961) 611 44 37

REY NETZAHUALTCOYOTL’S RANCH
1 hour from Tuxtla Gutierrez.
Touristic and ecologic site, 10 mins from Chiapas Bridge,
inmerse in a jungle vegetation on the shores of a lake
formed by the Netzahualcóyotl Dam and by the Grijalva, La
Venta and Black rivers.
Services: restaurant, resting areas, temazcal, massages,
Cocoa workshops.
You can go hiking or biking on jungle paths, as well as
motor boat trips to “La Venta Canyon” river, “El Ocote
Biosphere Reserve” and the submerged church of old town
of Quechula.
Check the Chiapas Bridge Tours **
How to get there: 5km from the Chiapas bridge, from the
toll road to Mexico City, there is a detour to the right on a
dirt road.
www.ranchochiapas.com

EL CHIFLóN waterfall
Distance from Tuxtla Gutierrez: 130km, 2 hours and half
A series of waterfalls formed by the San Vicente River, there
is the Sigh Waterfall, Angel Wing Waterfall and Bridal Veil
Waterfall, this last one has a beautiful curtain of water 70
meters height, it is without doubt, the most impressive of all.

waterfall el Chiflón route
El Chiflón Waterfall ...................130km..........2 horas 30 min.

They form natural pools of intense turquoise blue waters,
framed with vast vegetation.
Services: restaurant, restrooms and parking.

Ex Convento Copanaguastla......115km..........2 horas.
Uma San Jaquín..........................39.9km.........40 min.

It has two entrances on each side of the waterfalls, from
where they are seen differently, by the municipality of
Tzimol and by Socoltenango.
How to get there: From Tuxtla Gutierrez, on the east exit
of the city, take the 190 international highway, then turn
towards Angel Albino Corzo Airport, and continue on
Highway 101 towards Venustriano Carranza.

bridge CHIAPAS
Distance from Tuxtla Gutierrez: 1 hour.
It’s a vehicular bridge with a length of 1208 meters, it
crosses the Nezahualcóyotl Dam, also known as Malpaso
Dam, as well as the Grijalva River
It has a parador with crafts sale and diners offering typical
food such as quesadillas with handmade tortillas, fresh
cheese, fish and other delicious dishes. While you enjoy your
food you can admire the views of the river and the bridge.
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From this point you can make river tours throught La Venta
River with impressive landscapes of the Ocote Jungle, as
well as in the Grijalva River visiting the colonial church of
the old town of Quechula, submerged in the wate
Check out the tours!
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suggested tours
1. Sumidero canyon
and Chiapa de Corzo tour
VIEWPOINTS AND BOAT RIDE THROUGH SUMIDERO
CANYON:
Boat tour of the majestic Sumidero Canyon that lasts
approximately 2 hours, admiring beautiful waterfalls,
impressive caves and walls; we will also observe
crocodiles, monkeys and birds. After the tour we will
move to the colonial city and magical town of Chiapa
de Corzo to tour the city visiting the “Fuente Mudejar”
and crafts of the region.
Duration: 6 hours
Age: From 2 years
Operated by: Tour Operators of the Mexican
Association of Travel Agencies affiliate Chiapas
CICLYNG IN CANYON VIEWPOINTS
A different adventure, live the Sumidero Canyon from
its viewpoints, descending by bicycle with incredible
views, jungle vegetation and the wind in your face!
Min - Max Participants: Min 2 - Max 8 people
Age: 15 years and older
Duration. 3 to 4 hours
Km: 20 km descendently.
Type of road: Road and Mountain bike trail
Level of difficulty: Beginner - Intermediate
Operated by: Enbiciando
CAÑADA MUÑIZ / BOAT RIDE:
Get into the Sumidero Canyon and get to know its
exuberant vegetation and beautiful fauna.
If you arrive by boat through the canyon, you will climb,
if you arrive by land, you will go downhill, trekking and
canyoning in the Selva Mediana subcaducifolia with
trees from 15 to 25 meters high, beautiful waterfalls,
crystal clear pools and fresh waters.
Min - Max Participants: Min 4 - Max 12 people
Age: 15 years and older
Duration. 9 hours
Operated by: Ecoexperiencas
Combine them!
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RAPPEL AND RUPESTRE PAINTINGS IN “EL GIMNASIO”
AND BOAT TRIP THROUGH SUMIDERO CANYON
Enjoy the Sumidero Canyon accessing by rappel, after
a short but scenic walk to enjoy the proximity of the
river. We will be able to observe flora and fauna of the
place, as well as some cave paintings of 3000 thousand
years ago A.C. After the adventure activities, we will
make a boat trip in the Canyon, to the pier of Chiapa
de Corzo.
Min - Max Participants: Min 4 - Max 12 people
Age: 15 years and older
Duration. 4 hours
Operated by: Petra Vertical

2. FAMILY ADVENTURES IN
Uma San Joaquín
Live a unique experience in a safe jungle environment,
within a conservation area getting to know some
native Flora and Fauna species such as the Crocodile
and Wild Boar. Learn with the experts and dare to live
this great experience up close.
Environmental
Education,
Tyrolean,
Rappel,
Arborismo, Casa Grande.
It also has horses, ponies and mountain biking routes
for children and adults.
Open every weekend or under reservation.
Operated by: Uma San Joaquín.
Min-Max participants: Min 2 people / add the cost of
the tour with land transfer

3. Rappel in Tzimbac
adventure park:
Within a thick vegetation we find a park with basic
services and from where you can practice rappel and
bird watching as Tucucillo, Momotus, Some Migratory,
among others.
Operated by: Vive Tours and Camping, Ecoexperiencas,
Free Walking Tour and Conserva Tours

4. Paso del Burro,
Villa Allende reserve
Hike of approximately 30 min to the edge of a calm
and clean stream that passes in the middle of a leafy
vegetation, ideal for the observation and photography
of nature. At the end of the tour you will arrive at a
cave system where birds live like parrots and owls, and
give rise to the stream from the bowels of the earth
coming out into the light from a cave.
Min - Max Participants: 02 pax to 12 pax
Activities: Trekking, bird watching, caving
Level of difficulty: Low
Operated by: Ecoexperiencas and Conserva Tours

5. Chiapas bridge
1 Day Tour River trip La Venta
Ride to the interior of the La Venta River Canyon,
where we could see a lot of waterfalls.
We will try to reach the impressive landscape of La
Junta, where the clear waters of the La Venta River
meet the dark waters of the Negro River and we
will walk through the interior of the El Ocote Forest
reserve, where with a bit of luck we can appreciate
monkeys, lizards and other species of mammals.
Activities: Trekking, swimming
Duration of 4 to 6 hours
Min 2 max 10 passengers
Operated by: Rancho del Rey Nezahualcóyotl
1 Day Tour River trip GRIJALVA
This trip takes us to visit the Totopac River Canyon,
the remains of the colonial church of the old town of
Quechula, we reach the Three Peaks Canyon where
we can bathe in sulfur pools and know the troglodyte
dwellings in the caves of the high walls of this Canyon.
Then there is an enjoyable visit to the interior of
Encajonado de las Cotorras, where we can swim
among parakeets, butterflies and otters. On the way
back, there is an escalation in the town of Apic Pac.
Duration of 4 to 6 hours
Min 2 max 10 passengers
Operated by: Rancho del Rey Nezahualcóyotl

Tour 1 Day Cultivation of Cocoa and Workshop

Visit to the plantations where you will know the
varieties of cocoa, cut and taste the fresh cocoa seed.
Learn the processes of roasting, peeling, grinding,
mixing with different ingredients and tableting. Make
cocoa paste truffles and chocolate bars.
All this within the facilities of the Rancho del Lago del
Rey Nezahualcoyotl, immersed in a jungle vegetation,
on the banks of the Grijalva River.
Duration: Two to three hours
Operated by: Rancho del Rey Nezahualcóyotl Kakaw
Museum

6. arco del tiempo and río la
venta canyon expeditions
5 Days 4 nights Expedition in Balsa, Rio la
Venta, El Ocote Jungle Biosphere Reserve,
Arco del Tiempo (Lodge and Camp)
Cave paintings, waterfalls, chasms, crevices, hills
and caves, discover them in expeditions in the Rio
La Venta Canyon, a zone of geological formations
over 87 thousand years old, with predominant karst
formations, due to the dissolution of the limestone.
Part of the river La Venta is bordered by high cliffs,
forming a canyon with limestone walls that reach
heights of more than 500 meters.
Season: January to May
Min - Max Participants: Min 4 - Max 8 pax
Type of accommodation: cabins Community lodge,
camping.
Operated by: Ecoexperiencias.
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3 DAYS AND 2 NIGHTS EXPEDITION TO THE ARCO DEL
TIEMPO, RIO LA VENTA, RESERVE OF THE BIÓSFERA
SELVA EL OCOTE (LODGE AND CAMP)
Season: January to May
Min - Max Participants: Min 3 - Max 10 pax
Type of accommodation: cabins Community lodge,
camping.
Operated by: Petra Vertical, Ecoexperiencias, Vive
Tours and Camping
7. half day tours by air
Paragliding
Flying is possible, very close to the city of Tuxtla
Gutiérrez, venture to live one of the best experiences
of your life, the paragliding flight is considered in
the world as one of the most beautiful and exciting
outdoor activities.
Age: from 40 kg
Operated by: Paraventura - Tandem Certified Pilot

Participant Profile: Family, children over 10 years old,
Professionals, adults.
Equipment: In case of not having binoculars and field
guides, you can be facilitated by previously filling out
an application.

DIRECTORY

OF SERVICE PROVIDERS

Operated by: Royal FlyCatcher Birding Tours and
Conserva Tours
* ALL CONTRACTED TOURS INCLUDE:
. Insurance for adventure activities via refund
. Accredited Specialized Guides Nom 08 or 09
. Payment of Rights
. Equipment

night life

** TOURS WITH TRANSPORTATION INCLUDED IN
TOURIST UNITS WITH PLATES OF THE FEDERAL
PUBLIC SERVICE, OPERATED BY DRIVERS QUALIFIED
BY THE SCT. CHECK WITH OPERATOR TOUR. **

FLIGHT IN ULTRALIGERO AND SIMA DE COTORRAS:
Come and live a unique adventure. Meet spectacular
natural wonders from the air, such as Sima de las
Cotorras, El Cañón Río la Venta and Cascada la
Conchuda, you will not regret it.
Operated by: Club de Vuelo Valle Bonito,
Ecoexperiencias, Vive Tours and Camping
8. Bird watching tours from 1 to several
days
Be excited to discover and catch the birds
with your camera
Low impact walks for the environment, friendly with
nature: as well as nature photography. They have
designed short walks and several hours depending on
the profile of the hiker, In some cases with the help of
vehicles we will be part of the activity.
Sites: Sumidero Canyon, Sima de las Cotorras, Villa
Allende Reserve in Tzimbac Adventure Park, El Ocote
Forest Reserve, Sepultura Reserve, Coapilla, among
others.
Season: All year
Language: English and Spanish
Duration: 3 to 4 hours, one day or multi-day package
Number of participants: maximum 10 people
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hotels
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RESTAURANTS
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BOTANEROS (typical food)
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entertainment

travel agencies

car rental
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vive tours&camping
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01 (961) 320 27 31

vivetours.chs@gmail.com

Facebook:
@vivetours.chs

